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Birthday Cakes
Remember the excitement of choosing your birthday
cake as a child? Weeks of anxiously poring over The
Australian Women's Weekly Children's Birthday
Cake Book... Would it be the train? The butterfly?
The pirate? Kids' Birthday Cakes is a new birthday
cake book for the generation that grew up with that
first classic book. It features spectacular new
designs and, as always, each recipe is simple and
easy to follow.
FamilyFun Birthday Cakes50 Cute and Easy Party
TreatsSterling Publishing Company, Inc.
Learn the decorating secrets and luscious recipes of
a master cake designer and instructor at the
prestigious Institute of Culinary Education in New
York City.
50 Recipes for birthday cakes. Learn to create
delicious birthday cakes for small and large
celebrations with this colorful book. Featuring fifty
easy-to-follow recipes, Birthday Cakes will give you
tips on how to bake the perfect basic cake and a
plethora of ideas on how to decorate it to wow your
guests. Janne Jensen presents recipes for delicious
cakes like raspberry meringue, rainbow cake,
sponge cake with strawberries, fudge cream cake,
cheesecake, cake pop cake, and banana cake, and
fun themes like: - Hello Kitty - Pirates - Purses - Lady
bugs and bees - Barbies - Presents - And many
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more! With advice on using baking equipment
properly, mixing ingredients, icing and frosting, and
making your own cake decorations, Jensen believes
that how a cake tastes is just as important as how it
looks, and this book makes sure your birthday cake
will turn out beautifully in both respects. Skyhorse
Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling,
baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow
cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been
successful with books on gluten-free cooking,
vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and
more. Our list includes French cooking, Swedish
cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun
cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and
preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar,
bone broth, and more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
A panoramic history of the culinary traditions,
culture, and evolution of American food and drink
features nearly one thousand entries, essays, and
articles on such topics as fast food, celebrity chefs,
regional and ethnic cuisine, social and cultural food
history, food science, and more, along with hundreds
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of photographs and lists of food museums, Web
sites, festivals, and organizations.
The great Amercan birthday cake book features 80
memory-making cakes with a stunning range of
creations to suit any occasion.From bears, boats and
ballerinas to pigs, pirates and princesses - and even
the latest in emojis.
Apple’s Swift is a powerful, beginner-friendly
programming language that anyone can use to make
cool apps for the iPhone or iPad. In Coding iPhone
Apps for Kids, you’ll learn how to use Swift to write
programs, even if you’ve never programmed before.
You’ll work in the Xcode playground, an interactive
environment where you can play with your code and
see the results of your work immediately! You’ll
learn the fundamentals of programming too, like how
to store data in arrays, use conditional statements to
make decisions, and create functions to organize
your code—all with the help of clear and patient
explanations. Once you master the basics, you’ll
build a birthday tracker app so that you won’t forget
anyone’s birthday and a platform game called
Schoolhouse Skateboarder with animation, jumps,
and more! As you begin your programming
adventure, you’ll learn how to: –Build programs to
save you time, like one that invites all of your friends
to a party with just the click of a button! –Program a
number-guessing game with loops to make the
computer keep guessing until it gets the right answer
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–Make a real, playable game with graphics and
sound effects using SpriteKit –Challenge players by
speeding up your game and adding a high-score
systemWhy should serious adults have all the fun?
Coding iPhone Apps for Kids is your ticket to the
exciting world of computer programming. Covers
Swift 3.x and Xcode 8.x. Requires OS X 10.11 or
higher.
A lyrical recipe uses seasonal changes to explain to
a child the time that passes between one birthday
and the next. Includes a recipe for more traditional
birthday cake, as well as information about the
passage of time and how it is revealed through tree
At last, here's a beautiful book full of fuss-free and
imaginative cakes to make for children of all ages.
Annie Rigg shows you how to make various cake
mixes in different quantities, as well as frostings and
decorations for fabulous but effortless cakes. She
then takes you through some Simple cakes such as
Princess Cupcakes, a Meringue Mountain, and a just
Fantastic Chocolate Cake to end all chocolate
cakes! Chapters on Animals, Transport, Fantasy,
and Wildlife offer all sorts of cake ideas for novice
and confident bakers alike. From a Fluffy Sheep
covered in marshmallows to a Pirate's Treasure
Chest, and a Ladybird to a Hot Air Balloon, there's
something here for every occasion, whether you're
short of time or you are prepared to spend the
afternoon in the kitchen baking, frosting, and
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decorating. Both girls and boys will be thrilled with
the imaginative creations in this book, and making
your own cake means that you aren't feeding young
children a shopbought variety full of artificial flavours
and preservatives. Annie Rigg is an experienced
freelance food stylist and writer. She has worked on
numerous books and best-selling magazines, such
as Sainsbury's Magazine, Olive, Delicious, Country
Living and Good Food Magazine. She has worked
with a number of top chefs, and used to cook for
world-famous singers and bands on tour, including
Tom Jones, Paul McCartney, Pink Floyd and The
Rolling Stones.
"You have not eaten cake until you have eaten one
of Erin's...ERIN BAKES CAKE is a must on your
shelf." —Daphne Oz Learn how to bake easy but
elaborately decorated cakes—no fondant needed!
Erin Gardner's cake recipes share a delicious, timesaving secret: they're all the same. Why play the
guessing game of sifting through dozens of recipes
when all you need are just a few that contain
hundreds of variations—572, to be exact! The
cakequations in Erin Bakes Cake teach you how to
combine her cake, buttercream, cookie, and candy
recipes in endless mouth-watering ways. Erin's cake
recipes aren't sorcery—they're science. They all
share similar ratios of ingredients that add
tenderness, strength, or flavor. You don't have to be
an expert. Everyone can learn to make a great cake!
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Erin Bakes Cake provides the building blocks for
constructing a great cake, and then offers endless
ways those blocks can be reassembled. Erin shares
the baking tips she learned as a professional pastry
chef and wedding cake baker, what tools to use, how
to perfect the cake's finish, and other tricks of the
baking trade. She then shows you how to make
gorgeous and intricately decorated cakes by
elevating simple, but delicious, ingredients like
candy, cookies, and chocolate. Erin's created cake
designs that are festive, chic, and easy to recreate at
home without the use of hard-to-deal-with fondant.
And best of all, you can make every recipe your own!
The Any Veggie Cake cake can be transformed into
a classic carrot cake, zucchini cake, or sweet potato
cake. A creamy cake filling isn’t limited to
buttercream with the inclusion of recipes for caramel,
ganache, marshmallow, and more. A chocolate
birthday cake recipe can be reimagined as red velvet
or chocolate toffee. Elements of crunch, like peanut
brittle, honeycomb candy, or even cookie crumbles,
can be sprinkled onto your cake layers for tasty
added texture.
The wedding cake is one of the most extraordinary
of the familiar objects of the Western world. In this
unique contribution to the anthropology of food,
Simon Charsley traces its fascinating history, from
late medieval feasts and rites, through the Victorian
wedding breakfast and into the present. He shows
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that the wedding cake provides a vivid illustration of
the traditions and traditional values inherent in all
food and demonstrates the part that material culture
plays in the process of change.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of
supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly World
News has been the world's only reliable news source
since 1979. The online hub
www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading
entertainment news site.
This book is a treasure trove of goodies that sustain
Americans across this great country, whether
traditional sweets, back-of-the-box classics, or newly
inspired creations.
Celebrate Those Special Birthdays Photo of Every
Recipe Your child’s first birthday, and the next few
birthdays, are treasured memories as your child
begins to explore the world. These adorable cakes
are geared just for those special years – from the
First Birthday Smash Cake to the interactive PullApart Turtle Cupcakes. Fun for boy and girls – as
well as their parents – the 20 birthday cakes here will
make any child’s party a special occasion.
The second edition of the Oxford Encyclopedia of
Food and Drink in America, originally published in
September 2004, covers the significant events,
inventions, and social movements that have shaped
the way Americans view, prepare, and consume
food and drink. Entries range across historical
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periods and the trends that characterize them. The
thoroughly updated new edition captures the shifting
American perspective on food and is the most
authoritative and the most current reference work on
American cuisine.
Children love BIRTHDAY CAKES! This is just # 13 in
the BEDtime Series that will soon have 50
books.Send your child off to sleep with visions of
beautiful and fun Birthday Cakes! Birthday cakes
that look like pizza and hamburgers... birthday cakes
with sparklers... a Veggie birthday cake for a Rhino...
a guitar birthday cake... a cat birthday cake... and
SO much more. Beautiful images combine with a
story that will engage even the youngest
children.Every book starts with:I love when I crawl
into bed, snuggle under my covers, and drift off to
sleep. . . into the world of dreams.I love the world of
dreams - where I can be anything,do anything and
see anything.I love knowing that TONIGHT I will
dream...my BEST EVER Dream.Why
tonight?Because tonight, I will dream
about...BIRTHDAY CAKES!
50 fabulous kids' cakes, cupcakes and cake pops Kids'
Birthday Cakes Step by Step is a delicious guide that takes
the stress out of baking unforgettable birthday cakes to wow
your child, whatever their age. Choose your child's cake from
a delectable array of over 50 show-stopping cake designs,
from animal cakes to sports cakes and toy cakes. Would your
kid go crazy for a circus cake with matching circus animal
cake pops, or would they prefer a dinosaur egg cake with
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miniature egg cupcakes? Whether you are making birthday
cakes for girls or boys, there's something for everyone. Every
cake design has visual step-by-steps making the birthday
cake creating process stress-free, plus you'll be provided with
themed cupcake decoration ideas and be shown how to
make cake pops. You'll also be able to plan ahead with handy
tips on how long the cake will take to make, build, bake and
decorate so everything will be ready in time for your child's
party. With Kids' Birthday Cakes Step by Step you'll be able
to add the perfect finishing touches with cake-decorating
techniques such as piping, moulding figures and using
fondant icing, taking your child's birthday cake from average
to awesome in no time.
Offers easy-to-create designs for children's birthday
cakes--from mermaids to fire trucks to ladybugs--in a book
with full-color photos that explains how use clever cuts, artful
frosting and colorful candles to make 50 different cakes.
All of Kirsty's friends and family have come to her birthday
party - but her cake has disappeared! Jack Frost has stolen
Kirsty's birthday cake and Nina the Birthday Cake Fairy's
magical charm. Can the girls catch him before all birthday
cakes are spoiled forever?
After seeing an ice cream cake in the upright freezer display
at a local ice cream parlor, Beverley thought it would be a
nice dessert change for the family on that hot summer day.
When dishing it up, she studied that cake from top to bottom.
She investigated the flavors and textures as she savored
each bite. She thought to herself, "This is such a wonderful
and simple dessert idea. I bet one could make homemade ice
cream cakes if they wanted to." At that time, this is all the
further that thought went. The ice cream cakes were very
accessible and not very expensive, so why bother trying to
make one? Beverley and her family, eventually, moved back
to what she considers to be her hometown of Torrington,
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Wyoming from Alliance, Nebraska. In trying to carry on a
family tradition and fulfilling the desire of her son s heart when
he asked for an ice cream cake for his birthday and there
wasn t anywhere to get one, she saw it as a welcomed
challenge to make her own version of an ice cream cake.
Because she took this challenge on, we now have the "Aunt
Bea's Irresistible Ice Cream Cakes" recipe book available to
us today. In this book, "Aunt Bea's Irresistible Ice Cream
Cakes," Beverley Bea Patterson shares with the reader how
to make a homemade ice cream cake. The information
compiled and recipes are due to her 7 years of experience in
developing, testing and tasting a variety of wonderful ice
cream cakes. Beverley shares over 15 different ice cream
cake recipes that she feels are true winners. Imagine,
presenting a dessert with layers of vanilla and chocolate ice
cream, a layer of fudge brownie or perhaps crushed cookies
in the center, with generous amounts of hot fudge and
caramel toppings encasing either side of the brownie or
cookies. Wrap that all up in a blanket of light, fluffy, whipped
topping, and finish it off with some personalized garnishments
that suit the occasion (i.e., peanuts, caramel, and more hot
fudge). This dessert will soon be the talk of the town. The
reader need not be intimidated with the idea of making a
homemade ice cream cake. It may, initially, look and sound
complex, but in all reality, it is very simple. It only takes about
15 minutes or perhaps less time to actually assemble an ice
cream cake (depending upon the cake layers) when following
the instructions Beverley has provided in this book. It really is
easy Beverley shares not only the necessary supplies
needed for assembling an ice cream cake, which are all key
to the ease in making one, but she also provides the reader
with valuable step-by-step instructions on using an "assembly
line" technique to speed things up and greatly decreases the
amount of mess. Allowing only a few hours of freezing time
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after assembling the cake, and one will have an incredible,
tantalizing, eye pleasing, taste bud teasing dessert that
friends and family will love. Included in this book are photos
for added eye appeal. Beverley's tried and tested recipes
(some featured in photos) are there to get one started off on
an ice cream cake making journey. She also offers up a few
pages at the end of the book where one can write down their
very own noteworthy ice cream cake 'gems'. The recipes in
this book are very simply stated and the large print makes it
easy for reading. Beverley shows the reader how to step
outside of that "cake box" scenario and enter a whole new
world of cake making. If you want a very special and unique
dessert to serve for that special day or for those special
guests, this book has it "
Debbie Brown is an accomplished cake decorator, author,
and teacher who has written several successful cake
decorating books
A learn-to-read story about birthday cakes.
This wonderful collection, filled with photographs, memories,
recipes, decorating tips, and stories, from such renowned
bakers as Julia Child, Alice Waters, James Beard, and Jim
Fobel, will inspire readers to create the most perfect and
special birthday cakes for their friends and family. 17,500 first
printing.
Two good friends send each other birthday cakes "just for
themselves," but find they can not enjoy them until they are
shared.

There's no better way to celebrate the birthday of a
friend or loved one than with a one-of-a-kind cake that
looks amazing and tastes delicious. Dede Wilson has
created 75 recipes for special birthday cakes that will
make any celebration a memorable one. In her signature
clear and friendly tone, Wilson guides bakers of all skill
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levels through the delicious world of birthday cakes, from
making the perfect parchment cone for icing the cake to
mixing up a fresh batch of chocolate ganache. The book
begins with a set of master batter and frosting recipes,
such as Spice Cake, Quick 'n' Easy Chocolate Cake,
Confectioners' Sugar Frosting, and Fudgy Chocolate
Frosting. These master recipes can be mixed and
matched or used as the basis for fun, inspired creations
like Confetti 'n' Sprinkles Cake, Angel Food Cake with
Berries, Chocolate and Vanilla Cupcake Tower, Tropical
Carrot Cake, Chocolate Extravaganza Cake, and
Banana Split Cake. For readers who have a particular
kind of cake in mind, Dede provides a categorical listing
of all her cakes. So whether that special someone likes
cakes with nuts and fruit or prefers a classic chocolate
cake, you'll have no trouble finding the perfect match.
There is sure to be a cake to suit everyone, no matter
their age, and beautiful color photos of the finished cakes
will have readers eager to start baking.
Let your kids creativity run wild with this amazing Cakes,
Cup Cakes and Birthday Cakes Coloring Book Amazing
Features! 50 Cakes, Cup Cakes and Birthday Cakes
Theme Coloring Pages 8.5'' x 11'' (21cm x 29.7cm)
Mega Size Book Amazing Cover Design Single Sided
Pages High Resoulation Printing Makes a Great Gift
This fun, dessert-themed bulletin board set includes: -*12 cakes (approx. 10” x 3.5” each) *32 candles *2
balloons *A resource guide
Australia's most famous children's cake book - reprinted
in a collector's edition. The Australian Women's Weekly's
Children's Birthday Cake Book was first published in
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1980 and has sold more than half a million copies. In
response to all the requests we have had, often from
mothers who remember fondly all the cakes from their
own childhood, we have taken this book from our
archives and reprinted it 30 years after it first appeared.
We have had to make a minor change - four of your little
friends are missing, but they've been replaced by other
cakes you'll love just as much. Apart from that we've left
it just as it was - a true collectors' cookbook especially
for you. Now you can recreate your favourite cakes - the
swimming pool, rocket and that train from the cover for
your own child.
Number One bestselling author of Recipes from my
Mother for my Daughter and Celebrity MasterChef
winner, Lisa Faulkner invites you to join her for Tea &
Cake. A regular on BBC's Saturday Kitchen, ITV's This
Morningand Channel 4's Sunday Brunch, Lisa really,
really loves a cup of tea. As we all know, whether it's a
broken heart, a crisis at work or just 'one of those days',
reaching for the kettle is halfway to making everything
better. But for Lisa, it's also about setting aside a
moment, whether on your own, with your best friend or
even in a bigger group, and taking a few minutes to just
be. And so that's what this book is all about: delicious
things to dunk, slice and eat on your tea break so that
you can have the perfect cup of tea moment too. Tried
and tested easy recipes for biscuits, cakes, tarts and
pies - as well as fancier, pretty things for special
occasions and an entire chapter devoted to all things
chocolate. From the perfect dunking biscuit, orange
blossom baklava, strawberry milkshake and Earl Grey
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tea loaf to savoury bites, pastries and even a G & Tea
cocktail, you have everything you need to sit back and
enjoy Tea & Cake with Lisa Faulkner.
200 recipes tailor-made for today's extremely busy mom.
With delicious recipes to tickle your taste buds, Kids'
Birthday Cakes shows you how to create fun novelty
cakes, from pirate ships and princesses to volcanoes
and trains!
Filled with a host of baking tips, frosting recipes, and
decorating ideas, a colorful array of sweet and satisfying
cakes for every occasion features detailed instructions
for creating such confections as German Chocolate
Cake, Coconut Cloud Cake, Blueberry Hill Cheesecake,
Berry Dotted Angel Food Cake, Chocolate Espresso
Torte, and others. Reprint.
Learn how to make and decorate fabulous, fun, and
creative cakes for children's birthdays with DK's Step-byStep Kids' Birthday Cakes! This visually playful book
features 20 projects with step-by-step instructions and
detailed tips for making each cake. Zoom-in photography
highlights and helps explain tricky details to teach the
baking and decorating skills necessary for professionallooking cakes. Whether you're looking for the basics or
more creative options, this guide covers everything from
cake to fondant, from icing to lettering, and covers a
range of classic and clever cakes for every child's
birthday.
An adorable collection of birthday cakes boasting the
unique but easily achievable modeling skills of
internationally renowned cake designer and sugar
modeler Maisie Parrish. Each charming new design is
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ideal for creating extra-special birthday party cakes or for
adding a unique personal touch tailored to the recipient.
Includes the ever-popular cupcakes and minicakes and,
for the first time, amazing sugarpaste techniques for
adding graphic designs to compliment cakes and
characters. With simple sugarcrafting techniques, figure
modeling instructions and clear step-by-step
photography, designs are ideal for both beginner and
intermediate sugarcrafters. With over 25 character cake
toppers and expert advice on covering, storing and
transporting your cake, this is the ultimate birthday cake
resource.
You'll find a cake for any and every occasion and even
cakes for the days you just want that special treat. With
over 200 delicious cake recipes, you won't know where
to start baking. For those busy Moms, when you're
pressed for time, what's the easiest way to prepare a
moist, delicious cake for dessert? A cake mix, of course!
Browse through the many pages of fast and easy
recipes, each starting with a basic cake mix, and turning
it into a scrumptious dessert. So depending on whether
you want a scratch cake or a cake mix recipe let's start
baking.
Birthdays are always so much fun for kids - friends and
presents, a big party and, of course, a cake. Now you
can make the type of cake that friends will talk about for
weeks and your kids will remember all their lives. Inside
this book is the recipe to make any birthday extra
special, whether your child is a future astronaut, vet, race
car driver or safari guide, or if they want a cake spelling
out their age. Included are quick and easy recipes for
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spectacular, high-impact cakes, and also tips and
practical solutions for the most ambitious recipes. This
book makes it easy for you to really "put the icing on the
cake" of your child's next birthday party.
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